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Business Summary: Operating in Guangdong Province,

Combine Will has three business divisions, ODM/OEM,
Moulds & Tooling and Machine Sales. It is an ODM/OEM
manufacturer of plastic and die-cast products. It also makes
plastic injection and die-casting moulds in addition to selling
machines and precision tools for mould making and metal
parts processing.
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Key Stock Statistics

2Q13: Widening loss

52-week Share Price Range (SGD)

0.50 - 0.90

Avg Vol - 12 months ('000 shares)

2.8

Price Performance (%)

- 1 month

-4.8

- 3 month

-14.5

- 12 month

-23.1

No. of Outstanding Shares (mln)

32.8

Free Float (%)

26.5

Market Cap (SGD mln)

16.4

Enterprise Value (SGD mln)

-52.7

•

Disappointing 2Q13 results. Combine Will (CW) 2Q13 net loss
widened to HKD29.7 mln vs HKD7.1 mln in 1Q13. The results are
significantly lower than we expected due to an unprecedented
gross loss in its ODM/OEM business. In view of the challenging
macro environment, we expect CW to report a net loss in 2013 (vs
breakeven previously) and eke out a small profit in 2014 on an
improving but sluggish global demand recovery.

•

Borderline gross profit. 2Q13 revenue declined 26.0% YoY
across all segments. The management said this was mainly due to
the slowdown in orders and price pressure. Compounded by
higher labor cost, overall gross margin was significantly
compressed by 1020 basis points (bps) YoY (-540 bps QoQ) to
0.1%. OEM/ODM business suffered the most, with a negative
gross margin of 4%.

•

Negative operating leverage and operating cash flow.
Operating loss widened to HKD24.1 mln with the rising admin
expenses (+8.7% YoY) and lower subsidies and engineering
income. CW also reported a negative operating cash flow, which
led to an increase in net gearing to 70.0% from 66.7% in the prior
quarter.

•

Guiding for weaker financial performance. Management guided
that challenges remain in 2H13, as softening demand and price
pressure in ODM/OEM and Moulds and Tooling segments are
expected.

•

Key risks include: (i) Continued lackluster global demand, (ii)
rising input and labor costs; and (iii) Weakening balance sheet
position if the company continues to face negative operating cash
flow.

Major Shareholders (%)
DJKS Holdings Ltd

73.5

Per Share Data
2012

2013E

2014E

1,927.10

1,849.89

1,860.78

Cash Flow (HK cents)

277.5

85.0

169.7

Reported Earnings (HK cents)

FY Dec.
Book Value (HK cents)

113.1

-77.2

10.9

Dividend (HK cents)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Payout Ratio (%)

0.0

0.0

0.0

PER (x)

2.7

NM

27.9

P/Cash Flow (x)

1.1

3.6

1.8

P/Book Value (x)

0.2

0.2

0.2

Dividend Yield (%)

0.0

0.0

0.0

ROE (%)

6.1

-4.1

0.6

54.3

34.8

38.1

Net Gearing (%)
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Earnings Outlook

Earnings Performance

Revenue Drivers:

FY Dec. / HKD mln

2Q13

2Q12

% Change

•

Reported Revenue

280.9

379.6

-26.0

Reported Operating Profit

-24.2

17.8

NM

Depreciation & Amortization

0.0

-13.3

NM

Net Interest Income / (Expense)

-2.2

-3.0

-26.6

Reported Pre-tax Profit

-30.2

13.8

NM

Reported Net Profit

-29.7

10.4

NM

-8.6

4.7

-

Reported Pre-tax Margin (%)

-10.7

3.6

-

Reported Net Margin (%)

-10.6

2.7

-

•

•

We estimate the group’s 2013 revenue growth to decline
16.8% YoY, mainly led by weakness in the ODM/OEM and
machine sales segment. We forecast a 14% decline in
ODM/OEM sales mainly due to slow global consumer
spending.
We expect the demand for moulds and toolings to be weak
due to slowing investment in the manufacturing industry,
fewer new car models introduced in the automobile industry
and more standardized platform requirements.
We expect machines sales to be subdued due to competitive
pressure as well as lower fiscal spending that reduces
government contracts and the slow global demand recovery
that limits capacity expansion.

•

Source: Company data

Profit & Loss
FY Dec. / HKD mln

2011

2012

2013E

2014E

Reported Revenue

1,778.2

1,526.6

1,270.4

1,351.4

Reported Operating Profit

95.0

72.0

-4.2

23.6

Depreciation & Amortization

-53.6

-54.2

-53.5

-52.4

Net Interest Income / (Expense)

-16.9

-15.9

-13.1

-13.7

We expect 2013 gross margin to fall by 480 bps mainly due to
lower sales, competitive pressure and rising labor cost. We
estimate 20% of its cost structure is fixed (mainly depreciation
and overhead). However, we think there is limited room for
CW’s customers to squeeze margins further as CW’s
products are currently sold close to the cash cost.

Reported Pre-tax Profit

68.9

53.2

-28.9

4.6

Effective Tax Rate (%)

27.4

35.1

NM

20.0

Reported Net Profit

40.6

37.1

-25.3

3.6

5.3

4.7

-0.3

1.7

We estimate EBIT margin for 2013 to fall by 500 bps, as a
result of lower gross margin and other income. However, we
expect the company to have relatively tight control on admin
expenses.

Source: Company data, S&P Equity Research

Margin Outlook:
•

Reported Operating Margin (%)

Reported Operating Margin (%)
Reported Pre-tax Margin (%)

3.9

3.5

-2.3

0.3

Reported Net Margin (%)

2.3

2.4

-2.0

0.3

2014E

Key Financial Performance
2011

2012

2013E

Revenue Growth(%)

11.3

-14.2

-16.8

6.4

Operating Profit Growth(%)

-37.7

-24.2

-105.9

-657.8

FY Dec.

Bottomline:

Net Profit Growth(%)

-60.9

-8.5

-168.2

-114.1

•

EPS Growth(%)

-60.9

-8.5

-168.2

-114.1

EPS 3-Year CAGR(%)

-21.4

-6.4

NM

-55.5

2012

We expect the company to report an unprecedented loss of
HKD25.3 mln in 2013. This implies that we expect the
company to report a small profit in 2H13 as demand starts to
pick up modestly driven on seasonal orders.

Source: Company data, S&P Equity Research

Key Fundamentals
2009

2010

2011

Asset turnover (x)

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.0

Receivables turnover (x)

5.5

5.6

5.1

4.3

Inventory turnover (x)

NA

NA

NA

NA

Current Ratio (x)

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.7

Quick Ratio (x)

0.9

1.0

1.0

0.9

FY Dec.

Net Gearing (%)

33.4

55.7

50.8

54.3

Debt/Capital (%)

42.6

56.6

56.7

39.3

5.3

8.1

2.3

2.2
2.4

Interest coverage (x)
ROA (%)

4.8

7.9

3.1

ROE (%)

10.3

20.6

9.1

6.1

Payout ratio (%)

41.0

37.2

0.0

0.0

Source: Company data, S&P Equity Research
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Research Services Europe includes McGraw-Hill Financial Research Europe
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Standard & Poor’s Investment Advisory Services (HK) Limited in Hong Kong,
Standard & Poor’s Malaysia Sdn Bhd, and Standard & Poor’s Information Services
(Australia) Pty Ltd.
Required Disclosures
All of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the
research analyst's personal views regarding any and all of the subject
securities or issuers. No part of analyst compensation was, is, or will be,
directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views
expressed in this research report.
Additional information is available upon request.
This company is not a customer of S&P Capital IQ or its affiliates.
About S&P Capital IQ’s Distributors
S&P Capital IQ’s research reports (the “research reports”) have been prepared
and issued by S&P Capital IQ and/or one of its affiliates. In the United States,
research reports are prepared by Standard & Poor’s Investment Advisory Services
LLC (“SPIAS”) and issued by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”).
SPIAS is authorized and regulated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission; in the United Kingdom, research reports are issued by McGraw-Hill
Financial Research Europe Limited (“MHFRE”), which is authorized and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority and trades as Standard & Poor’s; in Hong Kong,
research reports are issued by Standard & Poor’s Investment Advisory Services
(HK) Limited, which is regulated by the Hong Kong Securities Futures Commission;
in Singapore, research reports are issued by McGraw-Hill Financial Singapore Pte.
Limited (“MHFSPL”), which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore; in
Malaysia, research reports are issued by Standard & Poor’s Malaysia Sdn Bhd
(“S&PM”), which is regulated by the Securities Commission of Malaysia; in
Australia, research reports are issued by Standard & Poor’s Information Services
(Australia) Pty Ltd (“SPIS”), which is regulated by the Australian Securities &
Investments Commission; in Japan, research reports are issued by McGraw-Hill
Financial Japan KK, which is registered by Kanto Financial Bureau; and in South
Korea, research reports are issued by SPIAS, which is also registered in South
Korea with the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) as a cross-border investment
adviser.
S&P Capital IQ or an affiliate may license certain intellectual property or provide
pricing or other services to, or otherwise have a financial interest in, certain issuers
of securities, including exchange-traded investments whose investment objective is
to substantially replicate the returns of a proprietary index of S&P Dow Jones
Indices, such as the S&P 500. In cases where S&P Capital IQ or an affiliate is paid
fees that are tied to the amount of assets that are invested in the fund or the volume
of trading activity in the fund, investment in the fund will generally result in S&P
Capital IQ or an affiliate receiving compensation in addition to the subscription fees
or other compensation for services rendered by S&P Capital IQ. A reference to a
particular investment or security by S&P Capital IQ and/or one of its affiliates is not
a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold such investment or security, nor is it
considered to be investment advice.
Indexes are unmanaged, statistical composites and their returns do not include
payment of any sales charges or fees an investor would pay to purchase the
securities they represent. Such costs would lower performance. It is not possible to
invest directly in an index.
S&P Capital IQ and its affiliates provide a wide range of services to, or relating to,
many organizations, including issuers of securities, investment advisers, brokerdealers, investment banks, other financial institutions and financial intermediaries,
and accordingly may receive fees or other economic benefits from those
organizations, including organizations whose securities or services they may
recommend, rate, include in model portfolios, evaluate or otherwise address.

SGX Equity Research Insights Plus (“SERI Plus”)
This report has been prepared by S&P LLC for purposes of SERI Plus administered
by Singapore Exchange (“SGX”). S&P will receive total compensation of SGD6,000
– SGD25,000 each year for providing research coverage on each participating
listed company under SERI Plus.
General Disclaimers
For all jurisdictions: Where S&P Capital IQ’s research reports are made
available in a language other than English and in the case of inconsistencies
between the English and translated versions of a research report, the English
version will control and supersede any ambiguities associated with any part
or section of a research report that has been issued in a foreign language.
Neither S&P Capital IQ nor its affiliates guarantee the accuracy of the translation.
Assumptions, opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this
material and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not
necessarily indicative of future results.
S&P Capital IQ, its affiliates, and any third-party providers, as well as their directors,
officers, shareholders, employees or agents (collectively, “S&P Parties”) do not
guarantee the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of this material, and S&P
Parties shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions therein,
regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of the information
provided by the S&P Parties. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, SUITABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. In no event shall S&P Parties be liable to any
party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special
or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without
limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any
use of the information contained in this document even if advised of the possibility
of such damages.
Ratings from Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services are statements of opinion as of
the date they are expressed and not statements of fact or recommendations to
purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions.
Standard & Poor’s assumes no obligation to update its opinions following
publication in any form or format. Standard & Poor’s ratings should not be relied on
and are not substitutes for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its
management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and
other business decisions. Standard & Poor’s rating opinions do not address the
suitability of any security. Standard & Poor’s does not act as a fiduciary. While
Standard & Poor’s has obtained information from sources it believes to be reliable,
Standard & Poor’s does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due
diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.
S&P Capital IQ keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each
other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective
activities. As a result, certain business units of S&P Capital IQ may have
information that is not available to other S&P Capital IQ business units. S&P Capital
IQ has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain
non-public information received in connection with each analytical process.
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services does not contribute to or participate in the
development of research reports. Standard & Poor’s may receive compensation for
its ratings and certain credit-related analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters
of securities or from obligors. Standard & Poor’s reserves the right to disseminate
its opinions and analyses. Standard & Poor’s public ratings and analyses are made
available on its Web sites, www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and
www.ratingsdirect.com and www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription), and may be
distributed through other means, including via Standard & Poor’s publications and
third-party redistributors. Additional information about our ratings fees is available at
www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.
Research reports are not intended to be investment advice and do not constitute
any form of invitation or inducement by S&P Capital IQ to engage in investment
activity. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities, financial instruments or
strategies mentioned herein may not be suitable for all investors and this material is
not intended for any specific investor and does not take into account an investor’s
particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs. Any opinions
expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and
are only current as of the stated date of their issue. Prices, values, or income from
any securities or investments mentioned in this report may fluctuate, and an
investor may, upon selling an investment, lose a portion of, or all of the principal
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investment may fluctuate. Where an investment or security is denominated in a
different currency to the investor’s chosen currency, changes in rates of exchange
may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of or from that investment
to the investor. The information contained in research reports does not constitute
advice on the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision.
Before acting on any recommendation in this material, you should consider whether
it is suitable for your particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional
advice.
Additional information on a subject company may be available upon request.
Each research report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any
person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state,
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use
would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject S&P Capital IQ or its
affiliates to any registration or licensing requirements in such jurisdiction.
For residents of Australia: Research reports are issued and/or distributed in
Australia by SPIS. Any express or implied opinion contained in a research report is
limited to "General Advice" and based solely on consideration of the investment
merits of the financial product(s) alone. The information in a research report has not
been prepared for use by retail investors and has been prepared without taking
account of any particular investor's financial or investment objectives, financial
situation or needs. Before acting on any advice, any investor using the advice
should consider its appropriateness having regard to their own or their clients'
objectives, financial situation and needs. Investors should obtain a Product
Disclosure Statement relating to the product and consider the statement before
making any decision or recommendation about whether to acquire the product.
Each opinion must be weighed solely as one factor in any investment decision
made by or on behalf of any adviser and any such adviser must accordingly make
their own assessment taking into account an individual's particular circumstances.
SPIS holds an Australian Financial Services License Number 258896. Please refer
to the SPIS Financial Services Guide for more information at
http://advisor.marketscope.com/static/FinancialServicesGuide.pdf
For residents of Bahrain: Research reports are not intended for distribution to
investors in Bahrain.
For residents of Bermuda: The Bermuda Monetary Authority or the Registrar of
Companies in Bermuda has not approved the research reports and any
representation, explicit or implicit, is prohibited.
For residents of Brazil: Research reports are distributed by S&P Capital IQ and in
compliance with Instruction 483 enacted by Comissão de Valores Mobiliários (the
Brazilian Securities Commission) dated as of July 6, 2010, the analyst (where
applicable) who prepares a research report or a report extract affirms: (i) that all the
views expressed herein and/or in a research report accurately reflect his or her
personal views about the securities and issuers; (ii) that all recommendations
issued by him or her were independently produced, including from the opinion of the
entity in which he or she is an employee and (iii) that the distributor of the research
report has disclosed any circumstances that may impact the independence of S&P
Capital IQ’s research report, in accordance with section 17, II of Instruction 483.
S&P Capital IQ further declares that there is no situation or conflict of interest
believed to impact the impartiality of the recommendations herein and/or made in a
research report, pursuant to section 18 of Instruction 483.
For residents of British Virgin Islands: Research reports are distributed by S&P
Capital IQ, and all products and services offered by S&P Capital IQ and its affiliates
are provided or performed, outside of the British Virgin Islands. The intended
recipients of the research reports are (i) persons who are not members of the public
for the purposes of the Securities and Investment Business Act, 2010 (“SIBA”); (ii)
persons who are professional services providers to the British Virgin Islands
business companies for the purposes of SIBA; and (iii) any other person who is
given the research reports by a person licensed as an investment advisor in the
British Virgin Islands. If you are in any doubt as to whether you are the intended
recipient of this document, please consult your licensed investment advisor.
For residents of Canada: Canadian investors should be aware that any specific
securities discussed in a research report can only be purchased in Canada through
a Canadian registered dealer and, if such securities are not available in the
secondary market, they can only be purchased by eligible private placement
purchasers on a basis that is exempt from the prospectus requirements of
Canadian securities law and will be subject to resale restrictions.

For residents of Chile: S&P Capital IQ is not acting as an intermediary of
securities referred to in a research report. S&P Capital IQ is not registered with, and
such securities may not be registered in the Securities Registry maintained by the
Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros de Chile (Chilean Securities and Insurance
Superintendence or “SVS”) pursuant to the Chilean Securities Market Law 18,045.
Accordingly, investment research presented in a research report is not intended to
constitute a public or private offer of securities in Chile within the meaning of Article
4 of the Chilean Securities Market Law 18045, as amended and restated, and
supplemental rules enacted thereunder.
For residents of China: S&P Capital IQ’s Research reports are not distributed in or
directed to residents in The People’s Republic of China. Neither S&P Capital IQ nor
its affiliates target investors in China.
For residents of Colombia: This information and/or information contained in
research reports is not intended or should not be construed as constituting
information delivery to the Colombian Securities Market under Colombian Law.
For residents of Dubai (DIFC): The information contained in research reports
distributed by S&P Capital IQ is intended for investors who are “professional
clients”, as defined in Rule 2.3.2(2) of the Conduct of Business Module (COB) of the
DFSA Rulebook.
For residents of the European Union: The following individuals are members of
S&P Capital IQ’s Equity Research management staff who oversee the preparation
and issuance of research reports.
Stephen Biggar (US) stephen.biggar@spcapitaliq.com
Lorraine Tan (Asia Pacific) lorraine.tan@spcapitaliq.com
Roger Hirst (Europe) roger.hirst@spcapitaliq.com
A list of S&P Capital IQ’s equity analysts can be
http://172.28.164.119:21110/regulatory-affairs/equity-research/en/us

found

at

More information about the written criteria and methodologies for the generation of
research reports and historical information for research reports for the past 12
months are available by contacting S&P Capital IQ Client Services Department at
(212) 438-4510 or via e-mail at spsupportcenter@standardandpoors.com.
For residents of Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey: The Research Reports
provide by S&P Capital IQ serve to assist the Intermediary in determining the
advice it provides to its clients, but are not intended as advice to any of the
Intermediary's clients and the intermediary, and not S&P Capital IQ, will be solely
responsible for the provision of investment advice to the client Independent
investment advice should be sought by persons in their capacity as investors or
potential investors and the Intermediary will be solely responsible for complying
with any applicable regulatory obligations relating to the distribution of investment
research.
For residents of Hong Kong: No information in the research reports shall be
treated as soliciting, offering or inducing or attempting to induce any investor to
enter into an agreement for or with a view to acquire, dispose, subscribe or
underwrite any securities and shall not be construed to imply any relationship,
advisory or otherwise, between S&P and the recipient user of the research report
unless expressly agreed by S&P Capital IQ. S&P Capital IQ is not acting nor should
it be deemed to be acting, as a "fiduciary" or as an "investment manager" or
"investment advisor" to any recipient of this information unless expressly agreed by
S&P Capital IQ.
For residents of India: You should consult your financial and legal advisers
regarding the suitability of any of S&P Capital IQ’s services and products. S&P
Capital IQ does not intend to utilize the research report service to invite or carry out
any business activities and no information provided while offering this service
should be construed as an invitation to do or carry out any business with S&P
Capital IQ.
For residents of Indonesia: Research reports do not constitute an offering
document and it should not be construed as an offer of securities in Indonesia, and
any such securities will only be offered or sold through a financial institution.

For residents of Ireland: Research reports constitute investment research under
Irish Law, and investors should be aware that the reports may not have been
prepared in alignment with Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID)
requirements.
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For residents of Israel: Research reports are intended only for distribution to
“Qualified Investors”, as defined by Israel’s Investment Advice law. All other parties
who are not Qualified Investors under Israeli law should seek additional investment
advice from their financial advisers. The relevant analyst declares that the views
expressed in a particular research report faithfully reflect the analyst’s personal
views regarding the securities under review and the issuer of the securities.
For residents of Japan: Research reports are intended only for distribution to
“Asset Management Firms”.
For residents of Malaysia: Research reports are issued and/or distributed in
Malaysia by S&PM. All queries in relation to Research report should be referred to
Ching Wah Tam at chingwah.tam@spcapitaliq.com or Ahmad Halim at
ahmad.halim@spcapitaliq.com.
For residents of Malta: The distributor of Research reports in Malta, and not S&P
Capital IQ, is responsible for ensuring that the investment research produced by
S&P Capital IQ and proposed to be disseminated in or from within Malta is reviewed
for compliance with the investment services rules issued by the Malta Financial
Services Authority in terms of the Investment Services Act, Cap 370 of the laws of
Malta.
For residents of Mexico: S&P Capital IQ is not regulated or supervised by the
Mexican National Banking and Securities Commission (CNBV). S&P Capital IQ has
a licensed rating agency affiliate in Mexico (Standard & Poor’s, S.A. De C.V.), in
respect of which S&P maintains firewalls and seeks to avoid conflicts of interest,
pursuant to approved policies. S&P Capital IQ will only provide its research reports
to Mexican qualified and institutional investors.

solely responsible for the distribution and content of the investment research in the
UAE.
For residents of the United Kingdom: Research reports are only directed at and
should only be relied on by investors outside of the United Kingdom or investors
who are inside the United Kingdom and who have professional experience in
matters relating to investments or who are high net worth investors, as defined in
Article 19(5) or Article 49(2) (a) to (d) of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2001, respectively. S&P Capital IQ’s Stock
Reports are to be read in conjunction with “Your Guide to S&P Capital IQ’s Stock
Reports” which can be found at www.standardandpoors.com/stockreportguide.
For residents of Uruguay: S&P Capital IQ does not provide any warranty with
respect to the contents of the research reports, but has merely conducted
investment research. Additionally, S&P Capital IQ is not a risk assessment entity
registered with the Central Bank of Uruguay, and S&P’s research reports do not
constitute a risk assessment.
Copyright © 2013 Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights
reserved. STANDARD & POOR’S, S&P, S&P 500, S&P EUROPE 350 and
STARS are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services
LLC. S&P CAPITAL IQ is a trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services
LLC.

For residents of Peru: Research reports shall not, under any circumstances, be
considered an invitation to take deposits or funds from the public, under any
mechanism, or to carry on any activities that may be prohibited by Peruvian law.
For residents of Russia: Research reports on financial instruments designated for
“qualified investors”, as defined in the Securities market law of the Russian
Federation dated 22 April 1996, as amended, are only intended to be used by
qualified investors.
For residents of Saudi Arabia: S&P Capital IQ and its affiliates do not distribute
research reports in Saudi Arabia. Residents of Saudi Arabia should be aware that
the distributor of a research report may not be permitted to distribute the investment
research either: (i) from a permanent place of business in or otherwise within the
territory of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; or (ii) to an investor in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia unless that investor is a Capital Market Authority authorized investor
or the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency.
For residents of Singapore: Research reports that contain extracts from S&P
Capital IQ’s Research reports are not prepared, issued or reviewed by MHFSPL
and MHFSPL assumes no responsibility for the research reports, and nothing
referenced by MHFSPL should be considered to be a solicitation or
recommendation to buy or sell any security, nor should it be considered to be
investment advice.
For residents of Spain: Certain of S&P Capital IQ’s equity research reports may be
considered to be marketing communications for purposes of Spanish law.
For residents of the United Arab Emirates (UAE): S&P Capital IQ and its
affiliates neither undertake banking, financial, or investment consultations business
in or into the UAE within the meaning of the Central Bank Board of Directors’
Resolution No. 164/8/94 regarding the regulations for investment companies nor
provides financial analysis or consultation services in or into the UAE within the
meaning of UAE SECURITIES AND COMMODITIES AUTHORITY DECISION NO.
48/R OF 2008 concerning financial consultation and financial analysis.
Investment research distributed by S&P Capital IQ and its affiliates is not intended
to amount to an offer of securities within the meaning of DIFC Law NO. 12 OF 2004
(the DIFC Markets Law) or the equivalent laws, rules and regulations made by the
Central Bank of the UAE and their Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority.
Neither the Dubai Financial Services Authority, the UAE Securities nor
Commodities Authority of the Central Bank of the UAE has reviewed or verified any
of the information provided in a research report or through any service provided by
S&P Capital IQ or its affiliates, or has any responsibility for it.
If you do not understand any of the contents of a research report, you should
contact a financial advisor. Users of extracts of investment research reports should
be aware that if it is distributed in the UAE by an intermediary, the intermediary is
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